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INTRODUCTION

studies have shown that certain aspects of computer games

example, games may increase motivation, collaboration and
competition, as well as provide an effective inquiry-based

gaming industry in recent years, the potential for using com-
puter games as a teaching tool in higher education is being

Game-based learning has been used
in the military, medicine, and physical education quite suc-

digitalgame-based learning intoeducationarestillquiteopen

BACKGROUND

To understand the concept of a digital game, and be able to
create a game, one must understand the components of a

a game?

-

provides his own framework of the elements that comprise

-

-

-

include these components, and that digital games are like

The major characteristic of a digital game that differs from
other games is that the game itself is composed of computer

qualities and capabilities of digital games: immediate but
narrowinteractivity,manipulationof information,automated

Immediate but Narrow Interactivity: One of the
common elements of a digital game is that it can of-

interaction that the player can have with a computer

home computer is usually restricted by using a mouse,

Manipulation of Information: Digital games are

such as text, images, video, audio, as well as 2D and

gamesarealsocapableofhandlinginternal logic,player
interactivity, or even hiding the information and only

Automated complex system: Digital games can
automate complicated procedures that are created to

environments, a player’s direct input is necessary in
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Dhowever, the program can automate these procedures

Networked Communication: Digital games can
-

ample, players can use e-mail, text chat, and audio

advantage of this form of communication is that it
offers (the players) the ability to communicate over
long distances, and to share a complex social space

The Relationship of Digital Game and 
Learning

-
connection between tools, resources, activities, and works

constructed when learners play an active role in the learning
processbyexploring,manipulating,andinteractingwithin the

control in the learningprocess, and that theenvironmentmust

The virtual worlds that are created by digital games are

In a virtual world, words and symbols are grounded in

problem solving, learners can understand complex concepts

addition, games provide a goal-oriented environment that
encourages the player to understand and solve problems

is reaching goals and solving problems, rather than simply

-

support and facilitate the learning process by providing a
variety of presentations, and creating opportunities to apply

deep thought and complex problem solving skills (Gee,

to combine knowledge from different areas, and choose a

points in a game in order to proceed, and they can experi-
ment with how the outcome of a game may change based on

that what makes games so appealing is that they give users

an interactive multimedia leaning environment that affect
the motivation and engagement for adult learners: immer-

indicated that play is an important part of a child’s psycho-
logical, social, and intellectual development because play is

games allow players to think, talk, and act in new ways in
which they take on representational or make-believe roles

In addition, computer games enhance learning through visu-

value in computer games because it is the main cognitive

COMPUTER GAMES IN HIGHER
EDUCATION

The Roles of Digital Game in Education

“Games and education, education and games, learning, play,
theory, whatever the permutation, whatever the words, this
is a deeply popular topic, almost a movement if some hi-

project, the education arcade, demonstrates a commitment

Digital game-based learning has been introduced in vari-
ous educational settings for the purpose of creating a more
engagingenvironment for the learnersor socalled“computer

demand from learners for greater interactivity in learning

The question is not whether educators should use games to
support learning, but how educators can use games more

The integration of technology into the classroom allows
educators to explore new technology-mediated spaces and

education ishowtoforma learningenvironment thatcan take

Most educational games are not grounded in learning theory
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